SOCIAL MARKET ECONOMY: AN EXPORT ITEM FOR CEE COUNTRIES?
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ABSTRACT

Based on the methodological framework of ordoliberalism being a unique theoretical background for explaining the importance of economic order, institutional evolution and competitive and social dynamics, we consider two qualitatively different ways of incorporation as a particular example of market order efficiency. On the example of incorporation procedures in the Czech Republic and Bosnia and Herzegovina will be shown that not only the formal rules but also general rules of conduct are decisive for efficient market functioning and consequent welfare maximization. Even though there is an obvious convergence in formal institutions (relevant legislature) it is obvious that the informal rules of conduct play an important role, which may even in the long run influence the institutional quality regardless government policies. Consequently, the interdependencies between economic and social development will cause possible long lasting competitive disadvantage for some countries in terms of institutional performance. At the end a generally applicable solution dealing with informal social rules based on a traditionally German inspiration regarding some specifics of CEE countries will be provided.

The here presented results draw extensively on research program GAČR 402/05/2163 prepared at the University of Economics in Prague and previous work at Skoda Auto College in Mlada Boleslav. I acknowledge with thanks useful comments and help received from Marina Kožlík.
1. INTRODUCTION

The importance of institutional factors is strongly emphasized by maintaining a high market and business dynamics or by decision-making process of localizing foreign direct investments (FDI) or portfolio investments from both national and international perspective. The more stable and efficient the institutional order the more predictable are the outcomes of business ventures, the easier is the long-term planning and the higher is the investment activity. The market risk coming from local or international competitors is inevitable, however, factors such as political stability, government efficiency, regulatory burden, efficiency of legal order or corruption control can also have significant influence. This entry will concentrate on some aspects of importance of institutional order with particular focus on the CEE countries whereas special attention will be given to the Czech Republic and Bosnia and Herzegovina as suitable examples of formal institutional convergence towards stable western democracies nevertheless still there is a lack in long term stability of expectations.

New institutional economy and comparative economy are considered the main sources of recent evaluation methodologies of institutional quality (Williamson, 2000, Easterly, 2001, Jütting, 2003 and many others). The economic order and its underlying principles can be described also from a slightly different perspective by using the ordoliberal methodology (Eucken, 1990). Here we shall draw our attention on an important task of economic order analysis: which additional organizations, or in ordoliberal terminology regulative principles, should CEE countries implement apart from the basic legal and institutional prerequisites of the market order in order to further fine-tune institutional quality and ease decision making of economic policy bodies and participating businesses.

Countries used as examples in this contribution are chosen for their differences in economical, political, social but also market development in order to better compare institutional and bureaucracy systems and stability in response to investment opportunities. By focusing on setting up a new business in the form of Limited Liability Company and some related issues concerning the establishment conditions, the theoretical approach based on ordoliberalism will be used for comparisons and derivation of conclusions. This narrow focus will allow us to show that the quality of institutional order is the prerequisite for institutional and business dynamics and thus long lasting economic growth and maintenance of competitiveness. Though there are other important aspects that have to be in place at the same time.

Over the 1990s until now, CEE countries have been facing many similar issues as West Germany after the Second World War. After having developed a sufficient set of formal rules – mainly in terms of legislature – it became obvious that there are other two essential conditions for guaranteeing a stable and dynamic growth development:

- The enforcement of formal rules and its applicability depending on informal rules of conduct, which are on evolutionary basis present in the society
The expectations and business plans of firms and households strongly depending on credibility and predictability of the economic order and ad hoc acting of its regulators (mainly as governmental stabilization policies).

The German political doctrine of Social Market Economy deeply based on ordoliberal theoretical background solved these both issues by introducing a so far unprecedented independent economic policy consultancy body – the Council of Economic Experts (Sachverständigenrat zur Begutachtung der gesamtwirtschaftlichen Entwicklung) in 1963. Further in the text first ordoliberalism as a normative theoretical approach will be briefly described, than we will draw our attention to comparison of incorporation procedure in two different CEE countries providing us an insight in some legal aspects of market entry and finally there will be drawn conclusions regarding ordoliberal based recommendations of further fine-tuning regulative possibilities.

2. ORDOLIBERAL PARADIGM: REMARKS TO TERMINOLOGY AND METHODOLOGY

As the economic system is a complex bundle of rules a variety of theories have been developed to explain the way of how these systems are functioning. Why ordoliberalism? Economical theory consists of many different approaches to explaining the relation between the institutional stability and market development, however ordoliberalism is the theory that is an alternative theoretical explanation to institutional economics and has been highly influential in institutional reforms in certain European countries starting with West Germany (Erhard reform) in 1948.

Ordoliberalism evolved in the 1930s as a reaction to the economical and social struggles arising from the world economic crisis. The so-called “Freiburg School of Ordoliberalism” was founded by economists Walter Eucken and Leonhard Miksche and lawyers Franz Böhm and Hans Großmann-Doerth. In 1937 the journal Ordnung der Wirtschaft commenced to be published. The „Ordo-“ prefix originates from this title defining the approach as a differentiated concept comparing to laissez-faire liberalism. To other representatives belonged Alexander Rüstow, Wilhelm Röpke and particularly Alfred Müller-Armack.

One of the major methodological contributions of the Freiburg School consists in development of a unique theory of economic order. Economic order consists of all rules, norms and institutions, which create basic conditions for economic decisions and acts of the participants of economic processes. Thus the set of rules makes the living of a wide society of people possible. As Hayek (1969) is pointing out, the economic order enables to create expectations about the complex based just on knowledge of one part, which are likely to be reliable. This finding is important for understanding the nature of the order of rules. Concrete plans and acts are determined by and make sense only within a concrete economic order.
By Eucken (1990), the basic structure of the economic order is created by the so-called constitutive principles. The constitutive principles determine the art of allocation of resources and goods (in terms of market mechanism, central plan or others) and enable so the economic process to function. Complementary there is a need to optimize the economic process based on the configuration defined by the constitutive principles. This happens through a set of regulative principles.

Eucken (1990) refers to essential constitutive principles, which creates basic prerequisites for market order. These are price stability, free market, private ownership, free contracting, principle of liability and stability of economic policy.

Additionally to the constitutive principles there is a need to maintain a smooth functionality of the market system (despite of a pure laissez-faire approach). Therefore the free market is complemented by regulative principles, which are corporate policy, competition policy, correction of income distribution, regulation of externalities and of anomaly behavior of supply.

From 1948 all of these principles were incorporated in the West German institutional order. The practical implementation was given the name Social Market Economy. The name to this kind of economic order was given by Alfred Müller-Armack (1948) who contributed the most, together with Ludwig Erhard, to practical implementation of the ordoliberal concepts. On the other hand, some European countries together with the European Union itself have partly based their competition, social and monetary policy on the grounds of the Social Market Economy concept by using German laws as underlying inspiration.

3. IMPORTANCE OF INSTITUTIONAL QUALITY: EXAMPLES OF CONVERGENCE

Williamson (2000) showed that the change in formal rules is relatively easy and fast but in order for them to function smoothly it is also required to have the change in the formal application of the newly adopted rules.

The applicability is strictly related to informal rules (corruption, institutional applicability, cultural adaptability etc.), which are on the other hand subject to more gradual change. This fact has emerged as a consequence in many transitional countries that found inspiration in legislative pillars of European countries streaming to reach their level of economical, social and institutional stability in order to succeed in introducing a functioning market economy. This paper is addressing practical examples through concentrating on new limited liability companies’ registration procedures in two countries: the Czech Republic and Bosnia and Herzegovina.

This example was chosen in order to provide some insides from the evolutionary ordoliberal perspective on the importance of credibility, transparency, long-term stability
and efficiency of some basic rules, which consequently lead to better functioning and higher dynamics of the market order. This is of benefit for all the members of the society. An efficient and fast registration procedure plays a role of an “enabling technology”. First when the first step is easy to do, additional regulations such as FDI promotions will be able to show their impact efficiently.

3.1. Czech Republic - Registration Procedure

The creation of companies improved in 2005 with an updated version of the trade laws. Until 2005, the registration was connected with a regulatory burden, which made the procedure not only longer but more costly as well. For the time being after delivering all documents to the registration court, the company is considered legally personal after a five-day period. Still the time to establish a limited liability company takes approximately 1-2 months.

Until now the on-stop-shop mechanism still has not been introduced and is supposed to be postponed until late 2007. Since 2005 its is also possible to deliver all the necessary forms electronically to the registration court, however, all the documents have to be signed with a guaranteed signature. The paperwork should be reduced soon by an innovation enabling to all public institutions to share all the information related to registration of a company.
Figure 1 Registration procedure of limited liability company in Czech Republic

3. Step: Future secretary or secretaries must obtain an extract from the police records to prove the morally irreproachable

1. Step: Future secretary (statutory body) must prove that there are no outstanding tax claims

2. Step: Future secretary (statutory body) must provide an authenticated statutory declaration that all the requirements stated in The Trades Licensing Act are met; specimen signature of statutory bodies must be defined and authenticated

4. Step: Founders must supply a lease or another legal document indicating the location of the Head office as chosen domicile with an official registration address

5. Step: Founders of the company must choose from the trade license options and prove that the responsible representative of the company fulfills all the legal and professional requirements

6. Step: Founders must make a founding act (articles of incorporation) in a form of notarial registration *

8. Step: Founders must open a bank account and make a deposit as founding capital in order to establish the company

7. Step: Preparation and compilation of founding act

12. Step: Registration by the Registry Court

11. Step: Registration of employees in the Pension and Insurance Fund

10. Step: Registration by tax officers

9. Step: Future secretaries must obtain the right by the Trades Licensing Office to issue trade certificates or trade licenses

13. Step: START OPERATING

* If there is only one founder, the founding act has a form of founder's deed in a form of notarial registration. The founding act must compulsorily contain firm name, residence, definitions of companions, subject of enterprise, authorized capital amount, contributions of each companion, names and home addresses of first statutory members and the way in which the act for the company, appointment of a deposit controller. By this act the company is established
3.2. Bosnia and Herzegovina – Registration Procedure

Registration procedure of establishing and registering a company in Bosnia and Herzegovina for a domestic or foreign person is not substantially different. Even though the Law on registration of companies in the Republic of Srpska and Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Law on Foreign Investments which regulates the FDI in the Bosnia and Herzegovina provides many benefits for the foreign and domestic person to establish a company in the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina, procedure of registration makes it very complex and costly though.

Law that regulates the procedure of registering a company in Bosnia and Herzegovina is enacted on the Entity level and the procedure of establishing/registering the company is connected with the area/location on which the head office of the company is to be located (either in the territory of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina or on the territory of the Republic of Srpska).

Registration procedures differ from one Entity to the other (in the Federation of BiH there are 11 steps and in the RS 10 steps of registering). This might not seem as a big difference but fulfilling of each step requires additional time, engagement of a lawyer and higher expenses. Another issue that makes the procedure complex is the different level of taxes a company pays in different entities (taxes are paid on the basis of the registration of the Head Office). For example: Company’s profit tax is 30% in the Federation of BiH and 10% in the Republic of Srpska.

Registration time differs and is set to be from 15-20 days. However considering all the paperwork and different steps that need to be satisfied plus all the institutional bureaucracy it takes more than two months to establish the company in the BiH.
Registration process of limited liability company in the Republic of Srpska:

1. Step: Preparation and compilation of founding act

2. Step: Registration of the Company with the Ministry for foreign trade and economic relations of BiH

3. Step: Registration of the company with authorized Registry court (municipality level)

4. Step: Preparation of the Company’s seal

5. Step: Register the Company with the Institute for Statistics of the RS - identification number

6. Step: Open an account of the Company in the commercial bank

7. Step: Submit the request for receiving the custom number within the Agency for Indirect Taxation of BiH

8. Step: Register with authorized municipality Tax administration of the RS - register the start up of activities

9. Step: Register the company and employees with the Pension and Insurance Fund of the RS

10. Step: Receive the Resolution on meeting technical and safety standards from the Municipal inspection body

START OPERATING

Registration process of limited liability company in the Federation of BiH

1. Step: Preparation and compilation of founding act

2. Step: Registration of the Company with the Ministry for foreign trade and economic relations of BiH

3. Step: Registration of the company with authorized Registry court (cantonal level)

4. Step: Preparation of the Company’s seal

5. Step: Register the Company with the Institute for Statistics of the Federation of BiH - identification number

6. Step: Register within the Ministry for foreign trade and economic relations BiH into the Registry of companies involved with foreign trade

7. Step: Open an account of the Company in the commercial bank

8. Step: Register the company and employees with the Pension and Insurance Fund of the Federation of BiH

9. Step: Preparation and compilation of founding act

10. Step: Register with authorized municipality Tax administration of the RS - register the start up of activities

START OPERATING
6. PROMOTING COMPETITIVE MARKET ORDER: SME INSPIRATIONS

Taking into consideration the institutional framework and requirements for registering a limited liability company in those two countries, it is obvious that the procedural aspect does not differ from country to country as much as the institutional ability to adopt to the provided framework leading to the great differences in expenditure, time and perhaps to a decision whether to set up a company or not.

In the long run there is an obvious tendency of convergence of formal institutions. The adoption of acquis communitaire could be another good example. However, the formal regulation will still be influenced by more general, informal rules (without codification), which evolved differently in particular countries. What are the economical and subsequently social consequences?

As ordoliberals made very clear already in the late 1930s, there is a strong link between the orders of economy and society. These two orders are interdependent (Eucken, 1990). The more complicated, time consuming and costly are the conditions for setting up a new business, the more difficult it is to maintain a high level of business dynamics and optimal functionality of the market system. The threshold for entering the market is too high for numerous private persons or even investors. This leads to conservation of status quo in terms of low market dynamism in Schumpeterian sense, higher charge for unemployment costs and at the end to lower overall performance.

Using the UK as an example where the whole incorporation procedure can be performed on-line within the time range of hours we can observe abysmal difference to the Czech Republic were the conditions for business start-ups are much more complicated in terms of administrative burden and financial costs. Bosnia and Herzegovina, even though it is the relatively poorest country in the CEE group, has the highest financial costs for a company’s set up and the longest path of administrative steps. Whereas in the Czech Republic the costs for establishing a limited liability company reach at least 700 Euro, in Bosnia and Herzegovina is the minimal requirement three times higher (including lawyer’s fee).

What are the major challenges the CEE countries are commonly facing? And what are the proposed recommendations for applied economic policy? In this part, let’s concentrate our attention to further development and application of the basic findings.

To point out the main difference between Germany of 1950s and many of the CEE countries of 1990s until nowadays is the presence or absence of a concrete and sound, long lasting strategy in terms of economic policy (Ordnungspolitik). The more credible and long oriented the economic policy is, the easier it is for the entrepreneurs to create long run business plans. Thus, the resources are allocated more efficiently, there is no need to focus on short term profits characterized by lower profitability. The formal institutions should necessarily be accompanied by stable and credible economic policy. This was also one of
the main messages of ordoliberalism, which resulted later in the so-called “Eucken’s principle of stability of economic policy”. Since the early 1990s all of the CEE countries have inspired themselves with institutions of the German Social Market Economy. Though not only the majority of CEE countries have adopted the best ordo-based practices, some of the recent European institutions show a big deal of inspiration as well. The clearest examples are the law-based independence of national banks aiming to achieve stable and credible monetary conditions, national and European regulation of competition, social policy and environmental policy. The concept of Social Market Economy as institutionalized and being performed in Western Germany until the mid 1960s is undoubtedly a highly inspiring source of economic policy experiences for CEE countries facing similar developing issues nowadays.

There is one important organization still missing in all CEE countries which importance is particularly aimed at establishing social consensus and acting as a corrective of economic policy decision making process: independent law-based economic policy consultancy. This regulative principle was introduced in Germany in 1963 as Sachverständigenrat zur Begutachtung der gesamtwirtschaftlichen Entwicklung. I dealt with details in respect to the Czech Republic in another place (Krabec, 2004), here only the main points and generalizations should be outlined.

What are the prerequisites of an independent economic policy consultancy institution? Some basic characteristics could be identified (see Bartel, 1993) also with respect to CEE countries:
- Guaranteed independency from both assigners and addressants
- Complex analysis of the issues, not only suggestions regarding concrete recommendations
- Long-term analytic activity, not only randomly assigned research projects
- Analytical outcomes should be future oriented, providing deep insights into current situation and expected consequences
- Independence from particular interests, avoiding any kinds of explicit recommendations
- Bride publicity of the outcomes and highest possible intelligibility to the public
- Relevant economic policy bodies (ministry of finance, ministry of industry and others) should take responsibility for their acting and present their statements and explanations regarding the expertise provided by the consultancy body in the front of the Parliament

7. CONCLUSIONS

At the end one crucial fact should be explicitly stated again: the ordoliberalism based Social Market Economy as a legal and social framework promoting a free market mechanism and freedom of an individual was realized in West Germany from 1948 until the beginning of 1960s (see in details Tuchfeldt, 1973). This period became also known as an “economic miracle” considering the exceptional growth performance lasting for almost
two decades. Social Market Economy, its institutions and organizations have provided an important source of inspiration for all CEE countries.

The codified rules of conduct in post communist countries of Central and Eastern European region, finding widely inspiration in established practices of stabilized western democracies, provide merely a conditio sin qua non for development of efficient and stable, competitive market order. As was shown here on a simple example of incorporation in two different CEE countries – the Czech Republic and Bosnia and Herzegovina – there is an obvious institutional convergence in formalized rules. Nevertheless there is a need for cultivating the economic order and a possible solution consists in independent economic policy consultancy.

Economic policy consultancy has to be institutionalized in a way that guarantees independence regarding particular interests. After more then 40 years, the German Sachverständigenrat zur Begutachtung der gesamtwirtschaftlichen Entwicklung has proven its justness. The first period after creation is crucial for establishing credibility and proving the necessity of having this particular kind of consultancy.
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